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Abstract 
An investigation of the variability effect on a serial production line under dynamic work-sharing 

is done. Several unshared workload configurations are employed. The results provide insights to 

improve the efficiency of work-sharing by managing the variability and demonstrate the 

interaction between variability and unshared work.    
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Introduction and Literature review: 

 

Work-sharing has a lot of interest in recent decades whether in practical or academic environments. 

The advantages of work-sharing include both operational and human-related. In the operational 

viewpoint, it helps to reduce the buffer size between stations, increases throughput and enhances 

the efficient utilization of capacity. For the human-related viewpoint, it alleviates the effects of 

repetitive work, combats boredom and raises the worker moral towards the work.  

Applying work-sharing needs having cross-trained workers to do the sharing work. There 

are three levels of cross-training; no cross-training, partially cross-training and fully cross-training. 

In the case of no cross-training, each worker is assigned to a specific task or can attend an unique 

station and the work-sharing is not allowed. This type can be found in the traditional serial lines. 

The other extreme case is full cross-training where the worker can do any task of the job in 

collaborative or noncollaborative way (Van Oyen et al. 2000). This level gives a dramatic 

improvement in the performance. On the other side, it is difficult to achieve and time- and cost-

consuming. Such kind of cross-training is applied in cell manufacturing as a type of cells called 

yatai cell where one worker completes the whole job.  Between these two extremes, partially cross-

training is the more reasonable and applicable solution. The worker here can do two types of tasks, 

fixed (unshared) and shared tasks.  

Many academic researches in recent years tackled the case with partially cross-training. 

Cherry picking , two-skill chain and partial skill chain  are three strategies to support the bottleneck 

station (Hopp et al. 2004). In cherry picking, all workers can helps the high-utilization stations 

directly. Meanwhile, in two-skill chain and partial chain, a worker can do his task and the task of 

his downstream station but in partial chain some workers can do only his own task. Two skill 

complete chain is robust and efficient for implementing workforce agility in serial production lines 

(Hopp et al. 2004, Jordan et al. 2004).  Parvin et al. (2012) introduced a new model of worker 
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cross-training, called a Fixed Task Zone chain (FTZC). This model is intended to employ in U-

shaped Constant Work In Process lines. Each worker in this system is responsible for a set of 

stations and can share the work in two overlapping stations; one upstream of his zone and another 

downstream. They ended that FTZC can nearly reach the performance of a fully cross-trained 

system when it is designed using the ZonA algorithm.  Among other ways of applying work-

sharing with partially cross-training, (it is focused on in this research), Dynamic Line Balancing 

(DLB) policy (Ostolaza et al. 1990) is one of famous strategies.  In DLB, the workers will stay in 

their stations and there is no movement between stations. Each worker is assigned to fixed tasks 

of a job which can be done only by him and can help the upstream and downstream workers in 

shared tasks after finishing the fixed ones.  

In work-sharing with limited cross-training, the decision when to do the shared task needs 

to be specified. In other words, when the worker has to pass on a job with the shared task undone 

or complete the shared task. There are two policies; the optimal policy and near optimal heuristic 

policy. The optimal policy has a complicated structure and it is difficult to apply in the reality (Gel 

et al. 2000, Hopp et al. 2004). The near optimal heuristic policy mainly bases on threshold rules 

and it is easy to obtain and apply (Chen and Askin 2006, McClain et al. 1992, Ostolaza et al. 1990) 

(we adopted this type of policies).  Ostolaza et al. (1990) found that by using DLB with a half-full 

buffer (HFB) control rule, the Work-In-Process (WIP) inventory can be reduced and the efficiency 

can be improved. McClain et al. (1992) demonstrated that DLB can increase the efficiency even 

with no buffer. They used a new model called subtask model where the tasks of a job are divided 

into k equal subtasks and they employed Erlang-k distribution to represents the task times. 

Two types of models (in term of information used to make a decision of passing or working 

on the shared task) have appeared in the literature; model A and model B. In model A, the decision 

is supported by the work content in the downstream buffer only while in model B it is supported 

by the work content available to the downstream station which includes the one in the buffer and 

in the downstream station under processing not completed. Chen and Askin (2006) proposed a 

new control rule with the model A which is called SRNS (Small R No Starvation. They indicated 

that this rule performs well by comparing its resulting performance with the optimal performance. 

They also compared in the other paper (Askin and Chen 2006) between models A and B, and 

between SRNS and HFB. Gel et al. (2000) evaluated HFB rule and 50-50 rule which utilizes the 

ratio of work content at the upstream station to total workload in the system.  

In the above papers (Partial cross-trainig), the main focus is on the structure of work-

sharing and finding the best policies to organize it. On the other side, the factors affecting the 

opportunity of work-sharing regardless of the work-sharing structure are rarely addressed 

(excepting in Gel et al. 2000). Gel et al. (2000) studied three factors affecting the work-sharing. 

These factors are preemptability of shared task, granularity of shared task, and processing time 

variability of shared task. The first two factors are necessarily linked to the shared work while the 

processing time variability can be investigated in both fixed and shared work. This paper addresses 

this factor in both fixed and shared work. We also consider the disparity of load of fixed work and 

illustrate the interaction between the workload and variability. The results provide insights for 

directing the efforts of improving the variability. We try to find answers for the questions like 

“Having less variable shared work, is it enough to get better performance?”, “For some workload 

allocation, which fixed work should be less variable to have higher throughput?”, in other way, 

“How can we reallocate the workload for some variability combination if the sequence is flexible?”. 
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The remaining of paper is organized as follows. The description of modeling assumptions, 

threshold rules, and the workload measure is given. Then simulation results are presented. The last 

section summarizes the outcomes.   

 

Model Description: 

 

A two-station production line is considered. One worker is at each station. Worker 1 W1 attends at 

station 1 and worker 2 W2 attends at station 2. The buffer capacity is infinite, but the total number 

of jobs in the line is restricted to WIP number of jobs. This inventory level is reserved by the 

CONWIP discipline. CONWIP, introduced by Spearman et al. (1990), keeps MaxWIP constant by 

preventing a new job to enter the line until a finished job leaves when the number of jobs reaches 

to Max WIP level.  

We utilize small numbers of WIP; 3, 4, and 5 since the goal is exploring the work-sharing 

and where the high level of WIP in the line will hide the work-sharing influence and result long 

cycle time. Moreover, having large amount of WIP has a bad effect on the balanced use of cross-

trained skills (Bokhorst 2011).  

Each job has three types of tasks, A, B, C. Task A can only be performed by W1 at station 

1 and task C can only be performed by W2 at station 2. Both of tasks A and C are called fixed tasks. 

Whereas task B can be done by either worker at his own station and it is called shared task. We 

assume that the tooling/ parts are available at the stations to operate task B and the distance 

between adjacent stations is negligible. 

The subtask model is used (McClain et al. 1992). In this model, a job consists of T number 

of equal subtasks to be performed in sequence. For example, a 2-3-4 task division refers to two 

subtasks to task A, three subtasks to task B, and four subtasks to task C.  The subtasks times are 

identically distributed. For instance, if they are exponentially distributed, the task will be Erlang-

k distributed where k represents the number of subtasks that compose the task. 

The job is processed in first come first serve (FCFS) queue. The shared task B is non-

preemptive task. When a worker starts processing the shared task, it can not be released until it 

becomes completed. The job can be sent from upstream to downstream but it cannot return 

upstream. The workers’ speeds are equal and W1 is the one who decides to pass on or keep working 

on the shared task.  

 

Threshold Rules and Information Accuracy: 

 

Dynamic Line Balancing is used as a mechanism to manage the work-sharing here. In DLB, W1 

after finishing task A has to make a decision whether to pass on or continue processing task B. 

This decision considers the current state of the system. Appropriate decisions will give more work 

to station 2 when it is more available or potentially so, or pass less work onto it when otherwise. 

In other words, it tries to reduce the starvation with fewer buffers (Chen and Askin 2006).  

On other side, it is not easy to make the best decision for all cases since this process is 

state-dependent and complicated to compute and implement in reality. Threshold rules are more 

practical, where the decision is made based on the comparison between the available downstream 

workload and a specific threshold value called R. We considered two levels of the information 

accuracy to support the decision process of passing or keeping the shared task.  The first level 

requires the information about the available subtasks for station 2 in the buffer before it only. 
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Whereas, the second is more accurate and includes the information about the available subtasks 

for station 2 in the buffer before it and the subtasks at station 2 not yet completed.  

 Among of threshold rules from these two categories, we used one rule from each class that 

is the most near optimum based on Chen and Askin (2006). Of the first level, SRNS is used and 

of the second HFB is used. In SRNS (HFB) W1 will start or keep working on the shared task if R 

or more units of subtasks are available in the buffer before (and at) station 2.  And W1 will pass 

the shared task if the subtasks in buffer before (and at) station 2 are less than R. The threshold 

value R is given by (1) for SRNS and (2) for HFB, where WIP is the CONWIP level and tc (tb) is 

the number of subtasks for task C (B): 
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The Workload: 

 

Since the shared work is managed by DLB, the fixed work is mainly focused on. Workload refers 

here to the size of fixed tasks and their allocation between the stations. For example, a 3-4-3 task 

division has two equal fixed tasks whereas 4-3-3 has different fixed tasks. 3-3-4 task division has 

the same shared task’s size as 4-3-3 but the allocation of the fixed workload is opposite to the 

former division. 

In this paper, a measure is proposed to ease investigating and comparing between studied 

cases. The measure starts from a theoretical assumption that all task divisions can be return to the 

case of balanced line with no shared task and then the shared task is composed from some last 

subtasks of station 1 and some first subtasks of station 2. For example, as in Figure 1 (2-4-4 task 

division), the virtual breakeven point divides the job’s subtasks into two equal groups of subtasks.  

 

 

 

 

                

 

 
 

Figure 1– Illustration of workload allocation measure  

 

The shared task consists of three subtasks from station 1’s side and one subtask from the 

other side. ST12 (ST21) represents the size of shared task that can be done by W1 (W2) from station 

2 (1)’s side. 

The measure of workload αij is defined by the ratio of the shared subtasks’ size done by 

worker (i) from station (j) side to the total shared task’s size. The measure is given in the following 

equations (3), (4);   
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To explore the interaction between the workload and variability, ST12, ST21 each is given 

four values; 1, 2, 3, and 4. Therefore, we get 24 cases. Table 1 presents some of these cases with 

calculated α12, α21 using (3). Since α21 is a complementary of α12, the presenting results of α12 are 

opposite of the ones of α21. In this sense, we will present only the results of α12 and α12 will appear 

in the charts as α.   

 
Table 1- Some Experimental Cases 

 

The Variability: 

 

In general, increasing the variability results to deteriorate the performance. Two issues we face to 

deal with the variability. The first one is to improve the process by reducing its variability. Then 

we need to specify the process that should be improved firstly to provide the highest benefit on the 

performance. The second issue as another alternative is to relocate the high variable process in the 

line if sequence is not strict. Here we need to know where in the line this process should be 

transfered. 

To tackle the variability in this research, we use two levels of variability. These levels are 

represented by Erlangen distribution with two values of k (Erlang-1) for high variability and 

(Erlang-4) for low variability. The variability combination of tasks is symbolized as V(a,b,c) where 

a, b and c equal to the value of k. For example, V(1,4,4) means that the variability distribution  of 

processing time of a subtask unit is Erlang-1 for subtasks of task A, Erlang-4 for task B and Erlang-

4 for task C. Two levels of variability should be examined for each of three distinct tasks so we 

have eight different combinations of variability.  These combinations are displayed in table 2.  

 
Table 2- The studied variability combinations 

Task\Experiment 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

Task A Erlang-1 Erlang-4 Erlang-1 Erlang-1 Erlang-4 Erlang-4 Erlang-1 Erlang-4 

Task B Erlang-1 Erlang-1 Erlang-4 Erlang-1 Erlang-4 Erlang-1 Erlang-4 Erlang-4 

Task C Erlang-1 Erlang-1 Erlang-1 Erlang-4 Erlang-1 Erlang-4 Erlang-4 Erlang-4 

V(a,b,c) V(1,1,1) V(4,1,1) V(1,4,1) V(1,1,4) V(4,4,1) V(4,1,4) V(1,4,4) V(4,4,4) 

 

Simulation Results: 

 

Visual Slam language (A simulation language) through AweSim software (Pritsker and O’Reilly 

1999) is used to model and execute the simulation. The simulation is run for 15000 hours with 

twelve replications and the warm-up period is 10000 min. The total mean processing time of the 

A B C ST12 ST21 α12 α21 

2 3 5 0 3 0 1 

4 4 2 3 1 0.75 0. 25 

4 5 1 4 1 0.8 0.2 

2 6 2 3 3 0.5 0.5 

2 7 1 4 3 0.571 0.428 
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job is 10 minutes. With three values of WIP, twenty-four workload configurations and eight 

variability combinations, we did 576 experimental cases for each threshold rule.  

To evaluate the performance, the efficiency is considered as a measure. It is defined as the 

ratio of simulated throughput rate over maximum achievable with balanced, deterministic 

processing times.  

We combined the studied workload configurations by considering the average efficiency 

into five configurations; (α12=0, α21=1), (α12=1, α21=0), (α12=α21=0.5), (α12=0.25, α21=0.75), and 

(α12=0.75, α21=0.25). Since the focus is on the variability, we will not analysis the trend of 

workload between different WIP and the two threshold rules. 

 Figure 2 and figure 3 depict the efficiency of each variability combination as the workload 

changes in SRNS and HFB respectively. Clearly, the performance of the same workload 

configuration improves when the variability of shared task drops. For instance, V(1,4,4) 

outperforms V(1,1,4) for any same workload configuration with same variability of fixed tasks. 

The increase of efficiency between different variability combinations shrinks as the WIP raises 

since the extra WIP will compensate the variance in variability. The proportions of increase 

between the highest and lowest performance for balance fixed workload (α=0.5) as an example are 

5.12%, 2.88% and 1.49% as WIP raises from 3, 4 till 5. 

 

 
Figure 2 – The performance of each variability combination through workload configurations for SRNS 

 

 
Figure 3 – The performance of each variability combination through workload configurations for HFB 

 

Figures 4, 5 indicate obviously that there is almost no difference in the performance trend 

of studied variability combinations in term of its order between the two used levels of information 

accuracy and the three WIP cases for each workload alone. It is easy to discover that by checking 

the style of performance for each workload configuration. The tendency is the same in all charts 

where the order of variability combinations on the axis x is same in all graphs. However, the effect 

of information accuracy is distinct in term of the performance value.  
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Figure 4 – The performance of each variability combination through workload configurations for SRNS 

 

 
Figure 5 – The performance of each variability combination through workload configurations for HFB 

 

By comparing the efficiency between the workload configurations through all variability 

combinations, we find three directions. The first one is the balanced configuration (α=0.5). Here, 

having less variable shared task improves the efficiency dramatically. The line will experience so 

high performance even better than having task A or task C or both of them less variable. As the 

second priority in this case, reducing the variability of task C helps to raise the outcome. As 

CONWIP is closed loop control, decreasing the inter departure time of jobs leads shorter inter 

arrival time. That minimizes the opportunity of starvation in station 1 especially in low WIP 

scenarios.  

The second and third cases are when the fixed workload of station 1 or 2 goes toward a 

heavy load.  In other words, it becomes a bottleneck. Moderate bottleneck has so similar trend of 

performance to the balanced case. When the bottleneck has an excessive load, minimizing the 

variability of the bottleneck is even better than having a low variable shared task.  For instance, 

when α=1 the efficiency of V(4,1,1) surpasses the one of V(1,4,1). We can also notice from the 

figures 4,5 that the results from improving the variability of bottleneck is almost equal to that of 

improving other two stations together. The performance of V(1,1,4) of  α=0 is almost the same as 

V(4,4,1). 

 

Conclusion: 

 

A serial production line was simulated using several variability combinations under two control 

rules representing two level of information accuracy. Different workload configurations of fixed 

and shared tasks were employed. The variability was focused on as a factor influencing the 

performance in DLB policy.  

The results of this study can provide a guideline helping the improvement efforts in serial 

lines applying the work-sharing. We found that generally the shared task should be given the first 

priority to reduce its variability then the fixed tasks.   However, the state of fixed tasks toward the 
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balanced case can affect this general outcome. As much as the fixed workload goes far from the 

balanced case, focusing on the bottleneck station becomes more important to increase the line 

performance. At this case, less variable shared task alone gives a small improvement. As other 

options, improving the variability of shared task with other fixed task is equivalent to improving 

the bottleneck alone and sometimes gives better results than of it.   
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